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Set the first course of bricks very carefully, their position and stability will affect how 
easy it is to build the whole structure. 

                                                          Extra high bricks were used for the first course, 
                                                               to create a retracted plinth, for your feet.

In the center, fire bricks 
are placed as a support for 
the combustion unit. Mortar the combustion unit. Mortar 
courses between the firebricks 
should be as thin as possible, 1/4” 
(0,5 cm) or less.

    Fire bricks

   Size: 98/10’’ x 49/10’’ x 26/10’’
   (25 x 12,5 x 6,5 cm). 

After the combustion unit is constructed and any protruding mortar is smoothed off inside, 
it’s time to apply the insulation. First build up a circular base on which the insulation will stand. 
Use whatever is to hand: broken brick, chunks of old concrete, rocks, etc. The base needs to 
be airtight, so cob     everything together. 
                                  
         The insulant mixture needs to be in a cylindrical 
                  container surrounding the heatriser and fitting 
         within the heat exchange barrel. 
         
             Sheet metal can be rolled 
             and wired together, or hard-
             ware cloth (steel mesh) 
             formed into a rough cylinder 
                          and wired together. At the 
             top of the insulation, make a 
             little cap of sand-clay up to 
             the height of the top of the 
             heat riser. 

Maintain the sides of the insulation 
container vertical, so as not to impede 
the flow of exit gases.the flow of exit gases.

Three materials work well to insulate the heat 
riser: lightweight pumice, vermiculite or perlite 
mixed with clay slip. Mix slip with perlite at 1 measure 
of slip to 6–9 parts of perlite. 

 
            

            

         It takes two people to carefully lower the 
         barrel over the heat riser. Be cautious not 
         to bump the heat riser and knock it out of
           alignment. Seal around the bottom 
           of the barrel with sand-clay. Now 
                      test the stove by  lighting a very 
             hot fire and feeling for 
             radiant heat off the side 
             of it. Run your hand from 
             top to bottom and around 
             every side, slowly, a few 
             inches from the barrel, 
                          feeling for radiant heat. 

If there are any  cool spots, 
or if one side is a  lot cooler 
than another, you may need to 
pick up   the barrel and reposition 
it to correct the situation.

 
             

              Part of the termal batery for
               heat storage.
Ring-shaped channel that collects 
the falling hot gas and directs it to 
the flue.

            Feed tube and bridge of 
            firebricks over the burn tunnel.
 

            For the first course, extra high bricks 
  were used to allow a retracted plinth, 
  for your  feet.
    Size: 71/2’’ x 31/2’’ x 31/2’’ (19 x 9 x 9 cm).

    For the next courses, a less high brick 
    was used.
    Size: 71/2’’ x 31/2’’ x 2’’ (19 x 9 x 5 cm).

            Brick tower (heat riser). 

              
          

       Ash pit for the 
    (future) feed tube

Burn tunnel of the combustion unit. 
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Locate a clean-out / inspection 
hole close to where the gases leave 
the barrel.
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